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Abstract 

It is well known that when government debt as a percentage of GDP exceeds a critical point, it 
becomes disastrous (Checherita and Rother, 2010). The national debt has reached a nearly 
unbelievable level, leaving policymakers, government officials, and the general public worried. 
The United States has only ran a surplus 4 years- 1998 to 2001- which has allowed for quite 
the compounding of debt. As the national debt per capita increases, the probability of the 
government defaulting on its debt service obligation does as well. This in turn mandates a 
higher yield on newer bonds. As the rates go up, government spending is shifted from other 
sources- such as domestic welfare programs- to paying interest and makes borrowing more 
difficult. This paper thoroughly analyzes the current national debt, the methods for 
management, and provides a theoretical framework for future reduction based on previous 
years’ data. The equations and functions derived in the theoretical framework reveal that 
implementing alternative methods could possibly be more successful than current methods, 
both short and long term. 
Keywords: Debt, Debt Management, Economic Growth, Econometric models (single equation), 
Government Bonds, National Debt, Sovereign Debt, Sovereign Debt Default, Treasury 
Securities 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, an essential issue to be analyzed in depth is the current U.S. national debt and the 
potential benefits associated with its reduction. The current U.S. national debt is 21 Trillion 
dollars. This figure is rapidly increasing and shows no sign of slowing down. Many different 
factors contribute to this astronomical number, however, one of the most significant is the sale 
of securities. Other factors that contribute to the rising debt include: healthcare programs 
(including Medicare & Medicaid), social security program/pensions, defense budget expenses, 
transportation, veteran benefits, international affairs, education and training, etc.  
There is a negative effect of debt ratio and financial crisis on economic growth. This is proven 
by combining the results of Kumar & Jaejoon (2010), Reinhart & Rogoff (2010, 2011), and Afonso 
& Jalles (2013). In Kourtellos et al. (2013), a structural threshold regression method was used to 
determine the effects of public debt on economic growth. The authors found evidence of an 
inverse relationship between growth and degree of democracy.  
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The aim of this paper is to analyze the current debt and provide a theoretical framework which 
allows for alternative methods to those in place today. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second section, I will provide additional 
context and statistical information necessary to understand current deficit/surplus conditions. 
In the third section, I introduce my theoretical framework on the basis of producing sustainable 
debt reduction through alternatives, as well as arguing against current methods. In the final 
section, I will present my conclusion.  
 
 

II. CURRENT NATIONAL DEBT CONDITIONS 
The Federal Debt Summarized 
The following statistical data is largely comprised of the March 2018 Bureau of the Fiscal Service 
report; it provides a fundamental background in understanding the debt, using the most 
updated figures. 
Table 1.1 presents the roughly consistent level of daily trading volume of the treasury securities 
from 2000 to 20161. There is a diverse spectrum of the owners of U.S. securities (treasury bills, 
treasury bonds, treasury notes, and U.S. savings bonds) which is illustrated in Figure 1.12.  

Average daily trading volume of the 
treasury securities in the United States  

Year  Volume ($B) 

2000 206.5 

2005 554.5 

2010 528.2 

2012 518.9 

2013 545.4 

2014 504.2 

2015 490.1 

2016 514.2 

                                    Table 1.1 
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Table FD-1 summarizes the Federal debt by listing public debt and agency securities held by the 
public, including the Federal Reserve. It also includes debt held by Federal agencies, largely by 
the Social Security and other Federal retirement trust funds. The net unamortized premium and 
discount also are listed by total Federal securities, securities held by Government accounts and 
securities held by the public. The difference between the outstanding face value of the Federal 
debt and the net unamortized premium and discount is classified as the accrual amount. (For 
greater detail on holdings of Federal securities by particular classes of investors, see the 
ownership tables, OFS-1 and OFS-2.)  
    
 

 
 
                                               Figure 1.1 
 
 
Table FD-2 categorizes by type, that is, marketable and non marketable, the total public debt 
securities outstanding that are held by the public.  
 
1 Based on the Federal Budget 2016 Total Outlay Figures. 
2 Figure 1.1 is from 2016, however, the data is still relevant as it shows the breakdown of debt 
ownership. 
 
In table FD-3, non marketable Treasury securities held by U.S. Government accounts are 
summarized by issues to particular funds within Government. Many of the funds invest in par 
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value special series unmarketable at interest rates determined by law. Others invest in market- 
based special Treasury securities whose terms mirror those of marketable securities.  

          
Table FD-4 presents interest-bearing securities issued by Government agencies. Federal agency 
borrowing has declined in recent years, in part because the Federal Financing Bank has 
provided financing to other Federal agencies. (Federal agency borrowing from Treasury is 
presented in the “Monthly Treasury Statement of Receipts and Outlays of the United States 
Government.”)  

 
Table FD-5 illustrates the average length of marketable interest-bearing public debt held by 
private investors and the maturity distribution of that debt.  
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III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND ANALYSIS 
Analysis of Current Management Methods 
There are two primary methods current being used to manage the debt. The first is refinancing, 
which occurs as follows: as portions of the public debt come due on maturing Treasury bills, 
notes, bonds each month, the government sells new bonds and uses the proceeds to pay the 
holders of the maturing bonds.  

 
This method is fundamentally flawed, as essentially structured like a Ponzi scheme, and, 
eventually, will likely fail. To this point, the U.S. has been able to function successfully utilizing 
refinancing; however, consider this example: what if people stopped purchasing U.S. securities 
and began purchasing other countries’ securities? The U.S. would need to keep borrowing at a 
higher interest rate, leading to more deficits, ultimately necessitating  more borrowing at 
progressively higher interest rates. This creates a positive feedback loop, which will require 
cutting expenditures and slow growth. Taxes must then be raised, and a situation similar to 
what happened recently in Greece would occur. 
 
Another reason why refinancing is not sustainable in eliminating debt is the way refinancing is 
structured. Consider the following example with small fund and some investors:  

 
1. The fund takes the investors money, purchases some assets, and promises returns. 
2. The assets mature; however, the fund’s profits do not meet expectations, they cannot 

pay the investors, and their business is threatened. 
3. Rather than default, the fund finds new investors and takes their money. 
4. This new money is redistributed to the original group of investors, and the cycle 

continues. 
 
The example I have just explained is easily recognized as a Ponzi Scheme. Moreover, compare 
the previous to the following: 
 

1. The Government sells securities and promises returns. 
2. The assets mature; however, the Government cannot pay. 
3. The Government refinance the debt by selling new securities.  
4. The profits from the new securities are redistributed to the holders of the original 

securities, and the cycle continues.  
 

For the most part, the parallels between the two are undeniable.  
 

Once the securities mature, the government repays lenders by issuing new securities. This cycle 
will continue to put the government further and further in debt. A significant contributor of 
what got the national debt to the current figure (21 Trillion) was the issuing of these financial 
instruments. I am going to put this in elementary terms: the solution to the problem is not what 
caused the problem in the first place. Granted, issuing treasury securities has many positives, it 
also poses noticeable future risk. 

 
The second method is taxation/tariffs. These methods are politically unpopular; however, both 
are realistic ways of achieving sustainable debt reduction.  While taxation may weaken 
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incentives to work and invest, the long term consequences of an increase in taxes are probably 
better than the long term consequences of prolonged refinancing. The other is increasing tariffs. 
This would have significantly negative repercussions though, as other countries would impose 
retaliatory tariffs, which allows me to arrive at the conclusion that progressively increased 
taxation is likely the preferable method in sustainably reducing the national debt. 
 
Theoretical Framework Implementation  

This section presents an integrated approach which allows us to evaluate the different 
dimensions involved in the reduction of the national debt; (i) changes in the quantity 
refinanced, (ii) changes in taxation, and (iii) the monetary effect on the debt.  
 
Given the current national debt of 21 trillion USD (as of March 30, 2018), and a growth rate of 
5.5 billion per day 3, the function for the estimated national debt in USD can be modeled by : 

 
 
 

 =    (1) 

 
 

 
Where n= days after March 30, 2018 
 
From (1) we obtain the first value necessary to determine an approximation the national debt in 
the future. The function  will represent the amount in of USD the government increases its 

debt by each day when refinancing the debt through issuing new securities. The function  will 

represent the same as , however it will be the annual increase. From Table FD-2, it can be seen 

that from Dec. 2016 to Dec. 2017, the quantity of Marketable securities- Treasury bills, notes, 
bonds and Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS)- increased from $13,898,806,000,000 to 
$14,456,067,000,000.  
 
 

 (2) 

 
 
This data was gathered from U.S. Treasury Department, U.S. Federal Reserve. 
Therefore, from Dec. 2016 to Dec. 2017, increased $557,261,000,000. Using this number should 
provide a relatively accurate estimation for future annual increase in debt because of new 
securities. In order to model , the 2016-2017 estimate will be used 4. 

 

= $1,525,697,467.49    (3) 

 
 
An integrated approach incorporating (1), (2), and (3) allow to determine the following: if 
refinancing was to stop, the estimated current debt for any number of days, x, after the issuing 
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of marketable securities ceased can be represented by the function . This would 

slow the current rate of debt growth, which would be a step in the right direction; nevertheless, 
even more significant progress would be made with gradual increases in taxes. Application of 
the function for 2017 (from Jan. to Dec) is shown below. 

 
Given that in 2017 the federal government took in $3,316,200,000,000 in federal taxes, if the 
government had increased taxes by 4 percent and refinancing stopped at the end of 2016, 
according to the function: 

 
 $20,505,000,000,000 (estimated national debt at 

end of 20175) 
 

 
 

 (hypothetical debt if 

refinancing ceased)  
 
Now considering the tax increase 6 
 

 
 

 (additional revenue from the 4 

percent increase) 
 
If refinancing was reduced and taxes increased at the beginning of 2017 by 4 percent, the 
cumulative result would've been an additional $689,909,000,000 in federal revenue. The fiscal 
deficit in 2017 was -$665,400,000,000. 2017 could have ended in a budget surplus, which would 
have been the fifth year in history that occured.  
 
Functions  and  were derived using 2016 and 2017 data from Table FD-2; extrapolation of 

and  may yield inaccurate results. 

 
The actual debt in Dec. 2017 was 20,492,750,000,000, which demonstrates the accuracy of the  

in predictions of debt. 
 
Once the tax change is made, the function is no longer applicable, since it was derived with 

data during a time when refinancing was being used and new taxes had not been implemented. 
 
      
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
To conclude, some interesting lessons can be extracted regarding the application of this 
approach. Firstly, it must be recognized that the theoretical analysis was based 2016/2017 data; 
therefore, the functions mustn’t be extrapolated, as that would likely yield incorrect results. 
Secondly, the final results suggest that future policy changes in debt management strategies 
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could allow for sustainable reduction. The degree of implementation varies- for example, 
different percentage increases or the amount that refinancing is scaled back- regardless, both 
produce the same outcome.  
 
I large concern with the theoretical framework is the negative effect of raising taxes 4 percent. 
While this may weaken incentives to work and invest, the long term consequences of an 
increase in taxes are likely better than the long term consequences of prolonged refinancing. 
 
All in all, the national debt in the ensuing years will be determined by a many variables; 
nevertheless, the functions and equations provided in the framework will remain relevant and 
applicable (so long as significant changes do not alter economic conditions). 
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